
    Insertion type ultrasonic flow meter consists of 
the meter and insertion transducer.
    Install the transducer by opening two holes on 
the pipeline. No need to cutoff water by using the 
specialized tool. Transducers are in direct contact 
with fluid, which make the measurement more 
steady and reliable.

Insertion type Ultrasonic flow meter

SLH SERIES
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Working Environment

Basic Parameters

Main Unit Transducer

Protection Level

Humidity

Temperature

±Accuracy

Velocity range

Pipe size

Pipe material

Temperature

Type of liquid

Signal output

Signal input

Interface

Data storage

,Bi-directional measurement

Power supplye

Single liquid can transmit ultrasound, such as water, 
sea water, sewage, oil, alcohol, etc.
Steel, stainless steel, cast iron, copper, PVC, 
aluminum, glass steel, etc. Liner is allowed.

1 way 4-20mA output
1 way OCT pulse output
1 way Relay output

3 way 4-20mA input, achieve to heat measurement 
by connecting PT100 platinum resistor.
RS485, support MODBUS

SD card regularly store the pre-set results(optional)
DC8~36V or AC85~264V
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Unit: mm

Optional  transducer

Standard 
(top view）

Extended
(top view）

Parallel
(top view）

The flow meter is suitable for wall mounting, used in most situation with no special requirements. 

Optional insertion type transducers, measuring range from DN50~DN6000mm.

DN50~DN6000

SLH-Fb Wall Mounted Ultrasonic Flow Meter
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The flow meter is suitable for panel mounting.

Optional insertion typeh transducers, measuring range from DN50~DN6000mm.

Hole size：154×77
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Working Environment

Main Unit Transducer

Protection Level

Humidity

Temperature

Basic Parameters

±Accuracy

Velocity range

Pipe size

Pipe material

Temperature

Type of liquid

Signal output

Signal input

Interface

,Bi-directional measurement

Power supplye

Single liquid can transmit ultrasound, such as water, 
sea water, sewage, oil, alcohol, etc.
Steel, stainless steel, cast iron, copper, PVC, 
aluminum, glass steel, etc. Liner is allowed.

1 way 4-20mA output
1 way OCT pulse output
1 way Relay output

3 way 4-20mA input, achieve to heat measurement 
by connecting PT100 platinum resistor.
RS485, support MODBUS
DC8~36V or AC85~264V

Unit: mm

±

Optional  transducer

Standard 
(top view）

Extended
(top view）

Parallel
(top view）

DN50~DN6000

SLH-Ep Panel Mounting Ultrasonic Flow Meter
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Working Environment

Basic Parameters

Main Unit Transducer

Protection Level

Humidity

Temperature

±Accuracy

Velocity range

Pipe size

Pipe material

Temperature

Type of liquid

Signal output

Signal input

Interface

Data storage

,Bi-directional measurement

Power supplye

Single liquid can transmit ultrasound, such as water, 
sea water, sewage, oil, alcohol, etc.
Steel, stainless steel, cast iron, copper, PVC, 
aluminum, glass steel, etc. Liner is allowed.

1 way 4-20mA output
1 way OCT pulse output
1 way Relay output

3 way 4-20mA input, achieve to heat measurement 
by connecting PT100 platinum resistor.
RS485, support MODBUS

SD card regularly store the pre-set results(optional)
DC8~36V or AC85~264V Unit: mm

The flow meter is suitable for flammable and explosive area. 

Optional insertion type transducers, measuring range from DN50~DN6000mm.

Optional  transducer

Standard 
(top view）

Extended
(top view）

Parallel
(top view）

SLH-Ex Explosion-proof Ultrasonic Flow Meter
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The flow meter has advantages of small size, complete functions and low price. Using guide rail 

installation. It is suitable to be installed in instrument box or distribution panel.

Optional insertion type transducers, measuring range from DN50~DN6000mm.

Optional  transducer

Standard 
(top view）

Extended
(top view）

Parallel
(top view）

width of guide rail：35mm
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Working Environment

Main Unit Transducer

Protection Level

Humidity

Temperature

Basic Parameters

±Accuracy

Velocity range

Pipe size

Pipe material

Temperature

Type of liquid

Signal output

Signal input

Interface

,Bi-directional measurement

Power supplye

Single liquid can transmit ultrasound, such as water, 
sea water, sewage, oil, alcohol, etc.
Steel, stainless steel, cast iron, copper, PVC, 
aluminum, glass steel, etc. Liner is allowed.

1 way 4-20mA output
1 way OCT pulse output
1 way Relay output

3 way 4-20mA input, achieve to heat measurement 
by connecting PT100 platinum resistor.
RS485, support MODBUS
DC8~36V or AC85~264V

Unit: mm

SLH-M Module Type Ultrasonic Flow Meter
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Unit: mm

Both of the main unit and transducer are installed in the pipeline, level of protection reach to IP68.

Optional insertion type transducers, measuring range from DN32 ~ DN6000mm.

Optional  transducer

Standard 
(top view）

Extended
(top view）

Parallel
(top view）

Working Environment

Main Unit Transducer

Protection Level

Humidity

Temperature

Basic Parameters

±Accuracy

Velocity range

Pipe size

Pipe material

Temperature

Type of liquid

Signal output

Signal input

Interface

,Bi-directional measurement

Power supplye

Single liquid can transmit ultrasound, such as water, 
sea water, sewage, oil, alcohol, etc.
Steel, stainless steel, cast iron, copper, PVC, 
aluminum, glass steel, etc. Liner is allowed.

1 way 4-20mA output
1 way OCT pulse output
1 way Relay output

3 way 4-20mA input, achieve to heat measurement 
by connecting PT100 platinum resistor.
RS485, support MODBUS

 DC8~36V or AC85~264V
 AC85~264V, optional waterproof power adapter

SLH-F Fixed Type Ultrasonic Flow Meter
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· Suitable for the pipeline can be directly
111welded, like carbon steel and stainless.
· Pipeline thickness ≤ 20
· Measuring range: DN50~DN6000
· Temperature range：-30~+160℃

· Suitable for the pipeline cannot be directly
111welded, like cement pipe, cast iron, PVC, 
111steel or composite material.
· Pipeline thickness ≤ 70
· Measuring range: DN50~DN6000
· Temperature range：-30~+160℃

· Suitable for installation of insufficient space
· Suitable for either weldable or non-weldable
111pipeline
· Unlimited pipeline thickness, insertion
111depth=1/3 inner diameter
· Measuring range: DN80~DN6000
· Temperature range:  -30~+160℃

Optional  insertion Transducers

Standard insertion transducer

Extended insertion transducer

Parallel insertion transducer
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    By using coupling, the insertion transducer can be installed without welding. There is no need 
to cutoff water during installation. Especially suitable for cement pipe, cast iron pipe, PVC, 
copper pipe or composite material.

SLH flow meter - -- optional transducer cable length×2

1wall mounted
panel mounting
explosion-proof 
module type
fixed type

Fb
P
Ex
M 
F 

1
2
3

TC-1  standard insertion
TC-2  extended insertion
TP-1  parallel insertion

no
yes2

Example: SLH  - Fb  -  1  -  10  -  2  -  225 - 2

Explanation: wall mounted ultrasonic flow meter, standard insertion transducer, cable length 10m×2, have 
coupling, outer diameter 225mm, have SD card

coupling -outer diameter SD card

1
yes
no

2

--

Coupling

Model selection code

Optional fittings

-
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